
 

 

2018 SETON VOLLEYBALL 
COACHING STAFF 
Varsity – Yoon Ha (HC) / Nick Wendt (AC) 
JV – Elle Schwarz (HC) / Janna Krafka (AC) 
FRESHMEN – TBA 
FLOAT – Ryan Koehlke  
 
INCOMING FRESHMEN WEIGHTLIFTING 
Mondays/Wednesdays 6-7:15 (ends May 18 – weight room closed for renovations) 
 
OPEN GYM – DATES/TIMES 
5/30, 6/4, 6, 11, 13, 18, 20 (5-8PM) - includes both open play and weightlifting/conditioning 
 
SMALL GROUP TRAINING / INDIVIDUAL LESSONS  
Groups can be no more than 4 (OHSAA rules) based on skill 
 
HS PRESEASON DATES 
(9th-12th graders) - 7/14 (Sat), 16 (Mon), 17 (Tue), 20 (Fri), 21 (Sat), 24 (Tue), 25 (Wed), 27 (Fri), 28 (Sat), 
30 (Mon) 
 
HS PRESEASON TIMES 
Weekdays - 12-2 / 3:30-5:30 / 7-9 (Starting 7/17 setters training starts 30 minutes prior) 
Weekends - 9-11 / 12:30-2:30 / 4-6 (Starting 7/17 setters training starts 30 minutes prior) 
 *** 7/14 & 7/16 - EVERYONE attends all 3 sessions - after that freshmen come two first two; returning 
players & invited freshmen come for last two 
 
TRYOUTS  
8/1 (MANDATORY) - TBA 
 
PRACTICES 
start 8/2 - times – TBA 
 
OTHER IMPORTANT DATES  
Saints in Training Summer Camp – 7/9 thru 7/12 (will need athletes to volunteer to help) 
Golf Outing – 7/23 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Email – yoonvb@gmail.com 
Call/Text – 937.545.2595 
  



 

 

 
THINGS WE ARE FOCUSING ON THIS OFFSEASON/PRESEASON 
 

1. ATHLETICISM -  I've realized that regardless on how much the girls get stronger, jump higher, 
etc. if their movement patterns aren't good, the weightlifting is going to have sub par impact. 
So, we've been training a lot on movement patterns, in particular good throwing mechanics (as 
of the kids I've worked on this we only have 2 that have good throwing mechanics...ughh). Then 
from there we've been building strength through those movement patterns.  
 

2. VISUAL TRAINING - What I've realized (and it's become more apparent over the past 4 years), a 
lot of the issues we have in players not moving or reacting quick enough is that they are worried 
about staying on their feet, or elbow high, etc.; what they should be worried about is tracking 
the ball. When they play defense, their priority shouldn't be about staying low. The priority 
should be about what should they be looking for. What they should be looking at. Give them 
visual cues to look at. How to see the hitter/server. How to see the setter's hands. If they know 
what to look for and what it means, they'll be in the right spot most of the time. 
 

3. MENTAL/EMOTIONAL STABILITY - That goes to the meditation, focusing, breathing. I told them 
when you are back their serving or waiting for the serve in serve receive, you are really trying to 
do a 10 second meditation to get you mindful of the task at hand. That's when your mind and 
body are both relaxed. You're aware of everything that is going on (e.g. crowd noise), but it 
doesn't interrupt you on focusing on the task.  

 
 


